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1. ABSTRACT
The combined load (mechanical or thermal load) buckling equations were established for orthotropic
rectangular sandwich panels under four different edge conditions by using the Rayleigh-Ritz method of
minimizing the total potential energy of a structural system. Two-dimensional buckling interaction curves
and three-dimensional buckling interaction surfaces were constructed for high-temperature honeycomb-core
sandwich panels supported under four different edge conditions. The interaction surfaces provide overall
comparison of the panel buckling strengths and the domains of symmetrical and antisymmetrical buckling
associated with the different edge conditions. In addition, thermal buckling curves of these sandwich
panels are presented. The thermal buckling conditions for the cases with and without thermal moments
were found to be identical for the small deformation theory.
In sandwich panels, the effect of transverse shear is quite large, and by neglecting the transverse shear
effect, the buckling loads could be overprcdicted considerably. Clamping the edges could greatly increase
buckling strength, more in compression than in shear.
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Fourier coefficients of trial function for w, in.
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edge length of square sandwich panel, in.
coefficients of characteristic equations
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width of sandwich panel, in.
Fourier coefficients of trial function for 7yz, in/in.
bending stiffnesses of sandwich panel, in-lb
transverse shear stiffnesses in xz, yz planes, lb/in.
flexural stiffness parameters, _ D22, in-lb
differentials of x and y, in.
Young's moduli of face sheets, lb/in 2
effective Young's moduli of honeycomb core, lb/in 2
Fourier coefficients for M T, (in-lb)/in
effective shear moduli of honeycomb core, lb/in 2
shear modulus of face sheets, lb/in 2
Fourier coefficients for M T, (in-lb)/in.
depth of sandwich panel = distance between middle plane of two face
sheets, in.
depth of honeycomb core, he = h - ts, in.
moment of inertia, per unit width, of a face sheet taken with respect to
horizontal centroidal axis of the sandwich panel,
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zl
index, 1, 2, 3, .--
index, 1, 2, 3, ..-
index, 1, 2, 3, ...
N_5_4
compressive buckling load factors in x- and y-directions, kx = lrZD , , = _r_D • ,
for a = constant
for a = constant
shear buckling factor, kzu = lr2D , ,
modified compressive buckling load factors in x- and y-directions,
Nxa 2 _ = ku b, for ab = a okz = _ = kx b,/¢u = 7r"D* 2 = constant
2 constantmodified shear buckling load factor, ]¢zu _ = k b for ab = ao =
= lrZD , xua,
index, 1, 2, 3, -..
bending moment intensities, (in-lb)/in.
twisting moment intensity, (in-lb)/in.
thermal moments, (in-lb)/in.
number of buckle half waves in x-direction
normal stress resultants, lb/in.
shear stress resultant, lb/in.
thermal forces, lb/in.
number of buckle half waves in y-direction
transverse shear force intensities, lb/in.
Fourier coefficients for MTu, (in-lb)/in.
temperature, °F
assumed temperature, °F
critical buckling temperature, °F
thickness of sandwich face sheets, in.
total potential energy of sandwich panel, in-lb
strain energy of sandwich panel, in-lb
work done by external forces, in-lb
component of 111 associated with a particular indicial condition, in-lb
component of/I2 associated with a particular indicial condition, in-lb
component of V, AV = AV1 + AV2, in-lb
displacement components in x-, y-, and z-direction, in.
rectangular Cartesian coordinates
coefficients of thermal expansion, in/in-°F
transverse shear strains in xz- and yz-plane, in/in.
numerical coefficient of N T in 11amnkl
numerical factor in buckling equation, which changes with the edge condition
numerical coefficient of N T ifi 11amnkl
vx_, Uyz
lJCxy, VCyz, VCxz
PT,
PH_
Poisson ratios of face sheets, also used for those of sandwich panel
Poisson ratios of honeycomb core
specific weight of titanium material, lb/in 3
specific weight of titanium honeycomb core, lb/in 3
3. INTRODUCTION
Structural components of hypersonic flight vehicles (e.g., spacecraft, rockets, reentry vehicles, hyper-
sonic aircraft, etc. 7 are subjected to hyper-thermal loadings due to hostile aerodynamic heating during as-
cent and reentry, or due to solar radiation during spaceflights. The structural components of those vehicles
have to operate at elevated temperatures and are, therefore, called hot structures. Because of nonuniform
heating (which is magnified by the cooler substructural frames which act as heat sinks) and the mechanical
structural constraints, severe thermal stresses could build up in those hot structures. Excess thermal load-
ing may induce (1) material degradation, (2) thermal creep, (3) thermal yielding, (4) thermal buckling,
(5) thermal crack fracture after cool-down, etc. Any disruption of surface smoothness of the structures
(e.g., metallic thermal protection system (ref. 1), hypersonic aircraft engine inlet structures (refs. 2, 3), etc.)
caused by the previously mentioned failure modes, especially thermal buckling, could disturb the flow field,
creating hot spots which could cause serious consequences on the structures. Thus, the thermal load does
play a key factor in the design of the hot structures. Reference 1 discusses various design concepts of hot
and cryogenic structural components for the hypersonic flight vehicles. The potential candidates of high-
buckling-strength-hot-structural panels (fabricated with super alloys) for hypersonic aircraft applications
are tubular panels, beaded panels, truss-core sandwich panels, hat-stiffened panels, honeycomb-core sand-
wich panels, etc. (refs. 4, 5). The combined-load buckling behavior of the tubular panels was extensively
studied by Ko et al. (ref. 47, theoretically and experimentally. The compressive buckling characteristics of
the beaded panels were investigated by Siegel (ref. 5).
Recently Ko and Jackson (ref. 6), and Percy and Fields (ref. 7) studied the compressive buckling
behavior of the hat-stiffened panel designed for application to a hypersonic aircraft fuselage skin panel.
Furthermore, Ko and Jackson conducted simple analysis of thermal behavior (thermal buckling of a face
sheet 7 of the honeycomb-core sandwich panel (ref. 87, and compared the relative combined-load buckling
strengths of the truss-core and honeycomb-core sandwich panel (ref. 9). They also investigated the effect
of fiber orientation of the metal-matrix face sheet on the combined-load buckling strength of honeycomb-
core sandwich panels (refs. 10, 117. Most of the past mechanical buckling analyses of the sandwich panels
(refs. 4-7, refs. 9-12) and flat plates (refs. 13, 14) were conducted for simply supported edge conditions
because the analysis was mathematically less involved. For the case of clamped edge conditions, one can
cite the work by Green and Hearmon (ref. 15), who studied combined loading stability of plywood plates,
and Smith (ref. 16), who considered only pure shear buckling of the plywood plates. Kuenzi, Erickson,
and Zahn (ref. 17) considered also shear stability of flat panels of sandwich construction. The works cited
here ignored the transverse shear effect in their analyses. King (ref. 18) analyzed the stability of clamped
rectangular sandwich plates subjected to in-plane combined loadings, taking into account the rotational
effect of the sandwich core. He used a less-compact displacement function (which could be reduced to
a simpler Green and Hearmon displacement function (ref. 15)7 , resulting in a complicated expression for
the potential energy of the sandwich system. Most of the past thermal buckling analysis was done on
single plates (refs. 19-22) or laminated composite plates (refs. 23-27), for which the transverse shear effect
may be neglected. In actual application of the hot structural panels, most panel boundary conditions
are closer to the clamped edges rather than to the simply supported edges. Therefore, this report will
consider the combined-load mechanical and thermal buckling of sandwich panels under different types of
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edgeconditionsby taking into accountthe transversesheareffect.The report alsocomparesthe buckling
interactioncurvesandsurfacesfor differentedgeconditions.
4. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Figure 1 shows the geometry of a rectangular honeycomb-core sandwich panel having identical face
sheets. The extensional and bending stiffnesses of the sandwich panel will be provided by the two face
sheets only, and the transverse shear stiffnesses by the honeycomb core only.
This type of sandwich panel, when fabricated with a high-temperature alloy (e.g., titanium), becomes
the so-called hot structure, and could be a potential candidate for hypersonic aircraft structural applications
(ref. 1). Figure 2 shows the sandwich panel subjected to combined compressive and shear loadings in its
middle plane. The conventional Rayleigh-Pdtz method of minimizing the panel's total potential energy will
be used in the combined-load buckling analysis, accounting for the transverse shear effect (fig. 3). The
sandwich panel will be supported under four different edge conditions (fig. 4)
• Case 1: Four edges simply supported (4S edge condition),
• Case 2: Four edges clamped (4C edge condition),
• Case 3: Two sides clamped, two ends simply supported (2C2S edge condition), and
• Case 4: Two sides simply supported, two ends clamped (2S2C edge condition)
where sides and ends are parallel to x and y axes respectively.
The problem is to study the effects of the panel edge condition and the panel aspect ratio on the
combined-load buckling behavior of the sandwich panel. Case 1 has already been solved and has been
published in reference 9. However, for completeness, some key equations for Case 1 will be repeated in this
report.
5. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
5.1 Constitutive Equations
Following the classic orthotropic thick plate theory, which accounts for the transverse shear effect,
the membrane force intensities {Nz,Nu,Nxu}, the transverse shear force intensities {Qz,Qu}, and the
moment intensities {Mz, M u, Mxu} in an orthotropic sandwich panel may be related to the middle surface
displacement components {u, v, w}, the transverse shear strains {Txz, ")'uz}, thermal forces {N T, N T, N T },
and thermal moments {M/, M T, M T } through the following constitutive equations (fig. 5)
ii 1°l°Ny = A21 A22 0 D-y - NTNzu 0 0 _z_66 (9U Ov N T (1)
MX
Mu
Mx_
Oil
= D2I
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For the sandwich panel whose extensional and bending stiffnesses are provided only by the two identical
face sheets, and the transverse shear stiffnesses only by the honeycomb core, the extensional and the
bending stiffness {Aij, Dij} in equations (1) and (2), and the transverse shear stiffnesses {DQ_, DQy} in
equation (3) may be written as
411 _ Dll
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(4)
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1 -- vzyvyz
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In equations (4) and (5), {E_,E_,Gx_,vzu, uy_} are the elastic constants of the face sheets,
{Gcx_, Gcuz} are the effective transverse shear moduli of the sandwich core, ts is the face sheet thickness,
hc is the sandwich core depth, and Is is the moment of inertia of each face sheet taken with respect to
horizontal centroidal axis, given by Is = _tsh 2 + _-2t 3 (6)
where h is the depth of the sandwich panel (fig. 1). The 2 in front of {ts, Is} in equation (4) is associated
with two identical face sheets.
T T
The thermal forces {N T, N T, ArT} and the thermal moments {M_, M_, MTu} appearing in equations
(1) and (2) are defined by
NL , '--'
, (-1)i _2-_ Ti ]
E:_ urgE= 0
1 -- t/xyl/y x 1 -- l/xyb'y x
vzyE u Ey 0
1 -- l]xy_y x ] -- l/xyl/y x
0 0 G_:_
I::)}C_xY i
i
(7)
where i = 1, 2 are respectively associated with the lower and the upper face sheets, {az, au, az_}
are the coefficients of thermal expansion of the face sheet material, and [ ]_ (i = 1, 2) implies that the
material properties are associated with temperature Ti (i = 1, 2). The thermal force and thermal moment
contributions from the honeycomb core were neglected.
5.2 Energy Equations
Based on the small deformation theory, the strain energy Vl of the heated sandwich panel may be
written as (refs. 23, 24, 26, 27)
Vl = 1
-- _ + A12 _ _ +-7-- -_ +-7- _ + Ox]
DII 2
D22 2
[0+D12 _x -_x -
D66[O(Ow+---f-_
0
(8)
For the buckling problem, the work done 1/2 by the in-plane forces to produce transverse deflection is
given by
V2=2L L N= _x +2N=u -_x _- +Ny\oy ] jdxdy (9)
The total potential energy V of the sandwich panel is then
v= v_ + v2 (10)
For pure mechanical buckling problems, the strain energy equation (8) reduces to
DQz _ 2 DQu_ 2 "[
+ _ _zz + _'_z f dzdy (11)
and the signs of the in-plane forces {Nx, Ny, N_u} in equation (9) are to be reversed because the loadings
are in the negative direction according to the sign convention shown in fig. 5. Namely,
N:r---+-N_, Nx---+-N_, N_--+-N_u (12)
The sign for the shear force N_ is immaterial because, in the plate buckling problems in which shear
is present, the eigenvalues (or shear buckling loads) always occur in pairs which are equal in magnitude
but opposite in sign.
For thermal buckling problems, if the sandwich panel is under uniform temperature for which
{M T, M T, MT_} = 0, (symmetrical temperature _listribution in the panel depth direction will also produce
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zerothermalmoments)and if the paneledgesare restrainedagainstlateral and in-planedisplacements
(i.e.,u = v = w = 0), then the in-plane stress resultants {N_, Ny, Nxy} are uniform within the sandwich
panel and according to equation (1) can be written as
N_:-NT' Nu :-NT' N_u =-NT (13)
then, as will be discussed later, the thermal buckling problem is equivalent to the mechanical buckling
problem if the second-order effect is neglected.
If there exists a temperature difference between the two face sheets, then the thermal moments{M T, T T '
My , M=_} are no longer zero, and the problem is no longer an eigenvalue problem but a bend-
ing problem. As will be seen later, one can solve for {w, "Txz, _'_z} in terms of the thermal moments, and
the conditions for unbounded values of {w, %z, 7yz} will give the buckling loads.
5.3 Panel Boundary Conditions
The sandwich panel is to be supported at its four edges under the following four cases of boundary (or
edge) conditions.
For mechanical buckling:
Case 1. Four edges simply supported (4S edge condition)
x = 0, a: w=M_= 7_ = 0
y = 0, b: w=My = 7_z = 0
Case 2. Four edges clamped (4C edge condition)
(14)
(15)
_W
x = 0, a: w = -_= "fxz = 7_z = 0
Ow
Y = O,b: w = --_= "Tzz = "Ty_ = 0
Case 3. Two sides clamped, two ends simply supported (2C2S edge condition)
x --= 0, a: w = Mx= -),_ = 0
Ow
y = 0, b: w = _-= 7x_ = 7_z = 0
Case 4. Two sides simply supported, two ends clamped (2S2C edge condition)
Ow
x = O,a: w = -'O-E= "Tx,_ = 7_ = 0
y = O,b: w = M_ = %z = 0
For thermal buckling:
In addition to the above boundary conditions, the following edge condition is to be imposed
X _ O,a: tt = V _ 0
y = 0, b: u = v = 0
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
6. BUCKLING ANALYSIS
The conventional Raleigh-Ritz method of minimization of total potential energy (V) will be used in
the buckling analysis. To use this method, one has to assume deformation functions for the sandwich
panel in infinite series forms containing unknown coefficients. By minimizing V with respect to each of
those unknown coefficients, one will obtain a set of simultaneous homogeneous characteristic equations for
eigenvalue solutions (buckling loads).
6.1 Panel Deformation Functions
For an eigenvalue solution via the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the trial functions for the sandwich panel
deformation {w, "Txz, _/yz}, satisfying the boundary conditions (eqs. (14) through (21)), may be expressed
in the following double Fourier series for different edge conditions.
Case 1. Four edges simply supported (4S edge condition) (ref. 9)
_ m_rx. nlry (24)
w(x,y) = __, ___ Amnsin--sm--a b
m:l n----1
O0 OlO
m_x. n_y (25)
= Z: Bin.cos--sina b
rn=l n----1
_ m_rx nlry (26)7yz (x, y) ----- Cmn sin --a cos --b
m----I n----I
Case 2. Four edges clamped (4C edge condition) (ref. 15)
OO
w(x,y)=sinTrXsin_ry __, _ mlrx nTry
a _ Am,_ sin sina b
m=l n----I
O0 O0
7xz(x, Y) = cos -- sin Bran sin -- sin --
a b- a b
m=l n=l
CX) oO
+ sin rx sin _y mTrx n_rya Z: Z: mBm.cos--sin---
m=l n=l a b
(X) (X)
7rx Try x-', mTrx . nry
"yux(x, y) ----sin -- cos -- _ _ Cmn sin -- sm --
a b m_"_ln=l a b
O0 O0
+ sin _rx sin _y -- cos --T Z: Z: sinm' 
m----1 n-----1 a b
Case 3. Two sides clamped, two ends simply supported (2C2S edge condition) (ref. 15)
Try oo _ mTrx nlry
w(x,y)-- sin-_- Z Z Amn sin-- sin--
m----I n:l a
O0 O0
Try m_x
%:_(x,y) = sin-_- _ _ B,_n cos -- sin --
m=l n----1 a
Try
"7uz(x, y) =cos---b-- __, _ Cmn sin mrX sin -
rn----1 n----1 a
OO OO
Try mlrx
+ sin -_- _, Z nCmn sin- cos-
m:l n----I a
b
n_y
b
nuy
b
n_ry
b
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
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Case4. Twosidessimplysupported,two endsclamped(2S2Cedgecondition)(ref. 15)
o¢ O¢
w(x, y) = sin _rx _ y_ Am,_ sin m_r____xxsin nTr____yy
a a b
m----I n-----I
_TX
7zz(X, y) = cos -- _ _ Bran sin mTr____x_xsin nTr___yy
a a b
rn_-_l rtml
(33)
oO OO
+ sin rex mrrx tory
_ _ mBmncos_sin_ (34)
m=l n=l a b
OO O¢
%_(x, y)= sin 7rx _ _ Cm, sin m_rx nTry
a _ cos
rn=l n----1 a b (35)
In equations (24) through (35), Amn, Bran, and Cmn are the undetermined Fourier coefficients of the
assumed trial function for w, 7zz, and %z, respectively, and m and n are the buckle half wave numbers in
the x and y directions.
6.2 Uniform Temperature (Zero Thermal Moments)
6.2.1 Mechanical and Thermal Bucklings
It is well known that thermal stress is not caused by external loads, but is the consequence of restrained
thermal distortion. The intensity of thermal stress changes when the structure is deformed and, therefore,
the thermal stress level is the function of strain. In the classical thermal buckling of a structural panel
(under uniform temperature rise with constrained edges), the first-order lateral deflections of the panel will
cause only second-order small changes in the in-plane strains (thus, thermal stresses) at the onset of thermal
buckling (ref. 28). However, in mechanical buckling, the external loads are held constant during buckling.
If the second-order effect is neglected, then the in-plane thermal loads may be considered constant during
the thermal buckling. Thus the thermal buckling problems would be equivalent to the mechanical buckling
problems, and, therefore, the conventional methods of structural stability analysis could be applied to the
thermal buckling analysis.
The buckling equations will be developed first for the mechanical buckling under the combined load-
ing condition described in equation (12). The resulting mechanical buckling equation could then be ap-
plied directly to the thermal buckling of the sandwich panels with constraint edges under uniform panel
temperature, (i.e., {Nz =-N T, Ny =-Ny T, Nzy T
: -NIy } (eq. (13)), {M T, M T, M T}u = v =w = 0). = O,
6.2.2 Rayleigh-Ritz Method
After substitutions of the trial deformation functions (eqs. (24) through (35)) into energy equations for
V1 (eq. (ll)) and V2 (eq. (9)) (signs of forcing functions reversed according to eq. (12) or (13)), and after
performing the double integrations using the integral relations given in Appendix A, the components of
V1 and V2 may be calculated for different indicial conditions under different panel edge conditions. The
results are presented in Appendix B.
Substituting the expressions of V1 and V2 given in Appendix B into equation (10), and minimizing V
with respect to each Fourier coefficient Amn, Bran, and Cmn according to the Rayleigh-Ritz principle
OV OV OV
OAmn -- OBmn -- OCmn -- 0 (36)
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thereresultsthreehomogeneoussimultaneousequations(i.e.,characteristicequations)for eachindicialset
of {m, n}
__, _ amnk _ll+ _--a-b kx_m.k_ Akt + amnklBkt + amnk_Ckt = 0
k t
[amnktAkt + amnktBkt + rnnkl ktJ = 0Z:Z 2, 22 a23 C 1 (3S)
k t
o0 oo [a 31 A 32 arnnktCkl] ---- 0
_ [ ,_,kt k,t + a,,_,_ktBkt + 33 (39)
k l
ijwhere the coefficients amnkt (i,j = 1, 2, 3) are defined in Appendix C for different edge conditions under
0particular indicial conditions, (a,n,_kl are nonzero only when {k, i} are related to given {m, n} as shown
tl Appendix C) and kxv are respectively thein Appendix C), {kx, kv} (contained in the coefficient a,n,_kl,
compressive and shear buckling load factors defined as
_ Ny a2Nxa2 k_ --kx IrD* ' 7rD*
and the flexural stiffness parameter D* is defined as
Nx_ a2 (40)
kxu = --_-D*
(41)D* - Is
1 -- VxyVyx
_j
In equations (37) through (39), the indices {k, g} for nonzero a,,_nkt terms are determined respectively
from the given indices {m, n} as shown in Appendix C, and in equation (37), rl is a numerical parameter,
and 6,mkt is a special delta function which is nonzero only under the indicial conditions m + k = odd, and
n 4- g = odd. Both rI and 6mnkt respectively change their numerical values and functional forms with the
change of panel edge condition as follows.
Case 1. 4S edge condition:
[_ = 32 (42)= mnkg6mnkl (m 2 _ kZ)(n 2 _ g2) ; m 4- k = odd, n 4- g = odd
Case 2. 4C edge condition:
m_kt[m2+ k2- 2][_:+ t2- 2] • (43)
6m._:t = (m 2 _ k2)(n _ _ g2)[(m + k) _ - 4][(m - k) _ - 4][(n + g)2 _ 4][(n - g)2 - 4] '
m 4- k =odd, n 4- g = odd
Case 3. 2C2S edge condition:
6mnkt (m 2 _ k2)(n 2 - g2)[(n + i) 2 - 4][(n - g)2 _ 4] ;
m + k =odd, n 4-g = odd
Case 4. 2S2C edge condition:
' = s3 m.kt[2- (m:+ k2)l6m,_kt (m2 _ k_)(n2 - g2)[(m + k)2,- 4][(m - k): - 4] ; m4-k=odd, n+g=odd
(44)
(45)
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6.2.3 Characteristic Equations in Terms of Load Factors
l_om equations (38) and (39), for each set of {mnkg}, Bkt and Ck_ may be solved in terms of Ake as
a23 .31 .21 .23
mrtk£_rnrtkt -- _rnnkt'Vrnrtkl A
Bkt "_ ,,22 .33 ,_23 .32 kt (46)
"*rnnkt_rnnkg -rnnktt_mnk£
_21 .32 _,22 .31
eke _ "'rnnk£_rnnk£ -- "*rnrtk_''_mrtkt" A
22 .33 __ a23 .32 ke (47)
amnk£t_mnkt rnnk£_mnk_.
Substitution of equations (46) and (47) into equation (37) term-by-term yields a homogeneous linear
characteristic equation containing only the panel deflection coefficient Akg
for every integral value of {m, n}. The stiffness-geometry parameter Mmnkt appearing in equation (48) isdefined as
arnnkt
classical
thin plate
theory term
12 [,-,23 _31 ,_21 .33 _ 1"t- arnnkg k_rnnkt_rnnkt -- _"rnnkg____rnnk£} _ 13 [_,21 .32 .,22 .31
a2m2n'-'a33 -" amnkg k_rnnkgt_rnnkg -- "rnnktt_rnnkgl I
_ .,23 _32
_ rnn_c_ _rnnk£t_mnk£ . *Jtransverse shear effect terms
The characteristic equation (48) is written in terms of the load factors {k,, ku, kzu}, and is suited for
combined load mechanical buckling analysis. For the thermal buckling case, equation (48) needs to be
rewritten in terms of temperature as shown in the next section.
The characteristic equation (48) forms a system of an infinite number of simultaneous homogeneous
equations associated with the whole range of indicial combinations of {m, n} (one infinite series equationfor each set of {m, n} values).
Those simultaneous equations generated by equation (48) have the following interesting characteristics.
In equation (48), the nonzero Mmnke of the first term requires the indicial restrictions {m = k or m-k = 2}
and {n = g or n - g = 2} because of the same indicial restriction for nonzero amnkt (eq. (C-49), Appendixij
C). Thus, if m + n is even, then k ± g is also even, and if m + n is odd, then k + g is also odd. In the second
term of equation (48), the nonzero t_mnkt requires the indicial conditions: m + k = odd and n + g = odd. It
follows that (m 4- k) 4- (n 4- g) = (m 5: n) 4- (k 4- g) = even. Thus, the second term of equation (48) also has
the same characteristics as the first term. Namely, if m4-n is even, then k4-g is also even. Likewise, if m4-n
is odd, then k 4- g is also odd. Therefore, there is no coupling between the even case (symmetric buckling)
and the odd case (antisymmetric buckling) in the simultaneous homogeneous equations generated from
equation (48). Thus, those simultaneous homogeneous equations may be divided into two groups which
are independent of each other; one group in which m 4- n is even, and the other group in which m 4- n isodd (refs. 9, 13, 14).
(49)
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For thedeflectioncoefficientsAkt to have nontrivial solutions under the assigned values of {kx, ku, -ba},
the determinant of coefficients of unknown Akt of the simultaneous homogeneous equations generated from
equation (48) must vanish. The largest eigenvalue 1/k_u thus obtained will give the lowest shear buckling
load factor kzu for given {kx, ku, b}. When the transverse shear effect is neglected (eq. (48)), {kz, ku, kxy}
are a function only of b, and independent of panel size. However, they will become panel-size-dependent
if the transverse shear effect is considered.
In the eigenvalue computations, the infinite number of the simultaneous equations and the infinite series
summation of each equation may be truncated up to a certain identical finite number if the convergency
of the eigenvalue solutions has reached a specified criterion for convergency.
The determinants in terms of the coefficients of the simultaneous equations written out from equation
(48) up to order 12 are given in Appendix D for the cases m 4- n = even (symmetric buckling) and
m 4- n = odd (antisymmetric buckling) for different edge conditions. The determinants of order 12 were
found to give sufficiently accurate eigenvalue solutions (ref. 9). In Appendix D, one notices that for the
4S edge condition only, the _ term (eq. (48)) forms the diagonal terms of the determinant, and the
nonzero off-diagonal terms consist of known numerical values. However, for other edge conditions,
not only forms the diagonal terms of the determinant, but also appears in the off-diagonal terms (mixed
with known numerical terms).
6.2.4 Characteristic Equations in Terms of Temperature
For thermal buckling, the main objective is to find the buckling temperature, Tcr. Therefore, equation
(48) needs to be rewritten in terms of temperature rather than load factors. For the uniform temperature
case, the thermal forces have the following forms
N u
2
(5o)
(51)
(52)
which were obtained from equations (4) and (7) setting T1 = T2 = T.
The coefficient 11 appearing in equation (49) contains thermal forcing terms (Appendix C). Thus,
arnnk_
11 may be written in two parts asarnnk_
am.kt = a.  kt + +
where _nkt is the first part of 11 without the thermal forcing terms, _(m, k) and _(n,/?) are respectivelyamnkf.
the numerical coefficients of N T and NuT, and whose values change with the indicial and edge conditions.
In light of equations (50) through (53), equation (48) could be rewritten as
E E + + Ak,=0 (54)
k
12
where
Mrnnkt _-- ob[r/A66otxy" "amnkt
12 /.23 .31 .21 .33 _ 13 [..21 .32 .22 .31 _ ]
"_- arnnk £ \_.rnnktt.rnnk_ -- t.rnnkt_mnkt ] _t- arnnkg k_*mnktt*rnnk_ _ t_mnkU*mnk£) [
J (55)22 .33 ..23 .32rnnktt.rnnkt -- ,..mnkt_rnnk£
ab
P, nr, kt - _A66azu [_(m, k)(An_x + .4125_) + ((n, g)(A21ax + ._22oty)] (56)
In equation (54), M-'-mnkt and Prnnkt terms contain material properties which are temperature depen-
dent. Thus, in the eigenvalue solution process using equation (54), one has to assume a temperature Ta
and use the corrresponding material properties as inputs to calculate the eigenvalue 1/Tcr where Tcr is
the buckling temperature. This iteration process must be continued until the assumed temperature Ta
approaches the buckling temperature Tc,..
Thus, in thermal buckling, when the buckling temperature is to be calculated instead of the buckling
load factors, the eigenvalue solution process requires a temperature iteration process, and therefore, is
slightly different from that in mechanical buckling for which only a one-step eigenvalue solution process is
needed.
6.3 Different Face Sheets Temperatures (Nonzero Thermal Moments)
When the face sheets temperatures are different (i.e., 7"1 :_ T2) the sandwich panel will be subjected
not only to thermal forces {N T, N T, ArTy} but also thermal moments {M T, M T, M Ty}. The problem will
then become a "bending" problem, and no longer an "eigenvalue" problem. One can then calculate the
panel deflection w in terms of Fourier coefficient Amn. The buckling condition will correspond to the
condition for which the term in series representation of w, (associated with a particular buckling mode
shape), becomes unbounded (i.e., Am,_ --* oc for a given {m, n}).
As will be seen later, the buckling conditions for the case with thermal moments turned out to be the
buckling equation for the case without thermal moments. Therefore, only the case with 4S edge condition
will be analyzed as an .example.
6.3.1 Thermal Moments
Let the thermal moments {M T, M T, MTu} be expressed in double Fourier series in accordance with
the deformation functions given in equations (24) to (26) for the 4S edge condition as
OO OO
mrcx nTry
MT = _ _ Finn sin -- sin _ (57)
rn=l n=l a b
O0 OO
MT = Z Z Hmn sin rnrx sin n_ry
rn----1 n=l _ T (58)
C_ {30
= Sm,_ cos _ cos _ (59)
rn----1 n----1 a b
where the Fourier coefficients Finn, Hmn, Stun are given by
4_oa_ob T mTrxFinn = -_ M_ sin
nry
sin --ff-dxdy (60)
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,/o%bM:sinm=sinH,.,,,,= ---£-
4 f_ f_ T mlrx n____Ydxdy (62)
Stun ab Jo Jo M_cos--cos a 0
In light of the deformation functions (eqs. (24) to (26)) and the thermal moment expressions
(eqs. (57) to (59)), the energy equations (8) (setting u = v = 0) and (9) may be integrated to yield
the forms given in Appendix E. Notice that in equation (E-l), the thermal moment terms turned out to
be linear functions of {Amn, Bran, Cmn,} and not quadratic functions of {Am,,, B,.,n, Cm,.,}.
6.3.2 Nonhomogeneous Equations
After the application of the Rayleigh-Ritz method according to equation (36), one obtains three non-
homogeneous simultaneous equations for each indicial set of {m, n} shown in the following
(_2 kz_ _ __, amnmn12Bmr, +amnmn mn =" +32 + ,3 C (63)arnnmnAmn
\a/
21 22 23 C Kmn (64)
amnmnAmn q- arnnmnBrnn --J- amnmn mn:
_33 C Lrnn (65)a 31 A -_ a3rn2nmnBrnn -'1"-arnnrnn mn=
_'?tn_Ttn _n
where the coefficients 11 defined by equation (C-1), and the nonhomogeneous terms Jmn Kmn,amnmn are
and Lmn are defined as
(66)
(67)
(68)
ij
From equations (64) and (65), Bran and Cmn may be solved in terms of {Amn, Kmn, Lmn, amnmn} as
_23 _31 -21 .33 g 033 23Lrnn arnnmn
Bran tLmnrnn_mnmn -- UrnnrnntLmnrnn Amn + rnn"_mnmn - (69)
= _22 _33 ^23 _32 _22 _33 _23 _32
[/_,r.n, nmnU,.t}l,tl?Ti, n _rlqTl,_lnl.'b.n2nmn _['_D, rl,'rTl2D, L$'n2'g'l'tTl_rl, -- fA.,fD,rI,t.n_,}U,?TI_,_?T_Tt
^21 ^32 _22 __31 22 -- K ,-,32
Crnn t_rnnrnn_mnrnn - _rnnmnt_mnmn Amn + Lmnamnrnn rnn'._rnnmn (70)
-22 -33 -23 _32 -22 _33 -23 _32
{_mnmn_mn_, _ -- [A,mrL.rrt.yl_TrL._t.rn.rl " LI'ITITI, TD,?_,CI_m_tTrI,?'I -- _.Lmnmr_{._m_
Substitution of equations (69) and (70) into equation (63) yields, for each indicial set {m, n}:
Mmnm,_
Am. + __, __, 6m.ktAk, = Rm.m. (71)
kxll k t
where Mmnmn is defined in equation (49) under the condition m=k, n=g, r]=32, and Rmnm,_ is defined by
-- _7) [ tLrrznrnnk*"rnn rnnmn rnna_nnrnn:Rmnmn 32kzu _ Jmn -- -22 -33 ^23 --,U,Ttltnlrt_TLLl,!rrtnlTllr]t -- _Tr_t._tT_rdt_.rl]trdvgrln
a_3 [K a 32 L a 22 "_"1
mnrnn,, mn mnrnn- mn mnmn]l (72)
-_- _^22 _33 _23 _32 /
LI._.D,r_?,/.$.Du_Tn_r_,_r_ -- Ls_rD, Tt,_,rI._t_rn,D.rr_.n. J
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Equation(71) forms an infinite numberof nonhomogeneoussimultaneousequationseachof which is
associated with a set of {m, n} values (or mode shape) for the calculation of infinite number of Fourier (or
Ritz) coefficients Am,_ in the series representation of panel deflection w(x, y) equation (24).
6.3.3 Buckling Condition
The calculated Ritz coefficients Amn have the following form
Am -[ ]mn
A (73)
where the numerator [ ]mn contains {Mm,_,nn, Rmnmn, _,_,_kt}, and the denominator A is the determinant
of the coefficients of Akt of the nonhomogeneous simultaneous equations written out from equation (71).
The determinant A of order 12 is shown in Appendix D for either symmetrical (eq. (D-I)) or antisymmet-
rical buckling (eq. (D-2)).
The mathematical meaning of the buckling state in light of equation (73) is that the Ritz coefficient
A_,_ becomes unbounded (i.e., infinite panel deflection, or A _ 0). Namely, when the buckling state is
reached, the term in the series (eq. (24)) which corresponds to the particular _deformation mode shape
becoraes the most important term.
t_om the above analysis, one sees that the buckling conditions for the cases with and without the
thermal moments are identical (i.e., A = 0) under the classical small deformation theory. Because of this
finding, similar bending analyses for nonzero thermal moments for other edge conditions were not carried
out.
7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
7.1 Physical Properties of Sandwich Panels
The sandwich panel is assumed to be fabricated with titanium face sheets and titanium honeycomb
core, having the follow.ing geometrical and material properties.
Geometry:
h = 1.2 in.
ts = 0.032 in.
= 2 (for constant panel area)a ao = 24 in. (for varying b), or ab = a o
Material properties:
Face sheets
Ex = Ey, lb/in 2
Gxu, lb/in 2
Ux_ = _Ix
a_ = _y, in/in-°F
azy in/in-°F
Pr, lb/in3
70 °F 1000 °F
16 x 106 10.5 × 106
6.2 x 106 4.7 x 106
0.31 0.31
4.85 × 10 -6 5.6 × 10 -6
0 0
0.16 0.16
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Honeycombcore(propertiesat 600°F)
Ec_: = 2.7778 x 104 lb/in 2
Ecu = 2.7778 x 104 lb/in 2
Ecz = 2.7778 x 105 lb/in 2
Gcxu = 0.00613 lb/in 2
Gcyz = 0.81967x 105 lb/in 2
Gczx = 1.81 x 105 lb/in 2
vcxy = 0.658 x 10-2
vc_z = 0.643 x 10 -6
vcxz = 0.643 x 10 -6
ax = a_ = 5.37 x 10 -6 in/in-°F
az_ = 0 in/i n-°F
P.c = 3.674 x 10 -a lb/in 3
7.2 Buckling Interaction Curves
In generating the data for plotting the buckling interaction curves, k_ was set to zero. For a given aspect
ratio b, different values of kx were assigned; then the corresponding eigenvalues 1/kxu were calculated
from equation (48). The buckling interaction curves plotted in kx-kxu space for different aspect ratios
(a -- constant) are shown in figure 6. For the case of the square (b _ 1) panel, the additional set of
buckling interaction curves shown in broken curves is for the case when the effect of transverse shear is
neglected. For the square panel, the buckling interaction curves for 4S, 2S2C, and 4C cases are continuous
curves of symmetric buckling. However, for the 2C2S case, the buckling interaction curve is a composite
curve, partly for symmetric buckling and partly for antisymmetric buckling. Notice that the effect of the
transverse shear is quite large for the sandwich panel. Without the consideration of the transverse shear
effect, the sandwich panel buckling strength could be overpredicted considerably. The 4S case has the lowest
buckling strength. Clamping the two opposite edges (i.e., from 4S case to 2C2S and 2S2C cases), could
enhance the buckling strength considerably. By additional clamping of the other two opposite edges (i.e.,
from 2C2S and 2S2C cases to 4C case), further improvement of the buckling strength could be achieved.
ttowever, the improvement is not as large as that for the previous case (i.e., from 4S case to 2C2S and
2S2C cases). With or without the consideration of the transverse shear effect, the improvement of buckling
strength through edge clampings is larger in pure compression than in pure shear.
At aspect ratio b = 0.7 (a = constant), only the buckling interaction curve for the 2S2C case is
continuous, and for symmetric buckling only. For the remaining three cases (i.e., 4S, 2C2S, and 4C cases),
tile buckling interaction curves are composite" curves, each consisting of two segments: one segment for
symmetric buckling, the other segment for antisymmetric buckling.
At higher aspect ratios (i.e., b __ 2, 3, 4), most buckling interaction curves are composite curves. Some
interaction curves contain more than two segments. A maximum of four segments could be found for the
cases of 4C and 2S2C at b = 4. At high aspect ratio (i.e., b = 4) the buckling strengths of the 4S and
2C2S cases are relatively close, and also those for the 4C and 2S2C cases.
7.3 Buckling Curves for Pure Compression and Pure Shear
Figures 7 and 8, respectively, show kx (pure compression) and kxu (pure shear) plotted as functions of
aspect ratio b. In changing b, the length of the _)anel (a) was kept unchanged (i.e., a = 24 in.). Notice
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that the rate of reductionsof kx and kx_ values with the increase of b are the most severe in the regionb
< 1, and gradually decrease as b increases. At higher aspect ratios (b > 2), the buckling curves of kx
(fig. 7) and kx_ (fig. 8) for the 2C2S and 2S2C cases, respectively, converge toward those for the 4S and
4C cases because the edge effects from the two sides (i.e., two vertical edges in figs. 7 and 8) of the panel
diminish as b increases.
Figures 7 and 8 are the conventional plots of buckling curves. They may not serve as ideal design
curves for aerospace structural panels because when b is changed (under a = constant), the panel weight
(i.e., panel area ab) is also changed accordingly. In the aerospace structural designs, the main objective is
the structural optimization. Namely, for a given panel weight, the objective is to search for a panel with
optimum buckling strengths (or stiffnesses). For this reason, modified buckling load factors kx and kxu
(/¢u = 0) were recalculated as functions of b under the condition ab = ao2 = constant (instead of a =
constant). Figures 9 and 10, respectively, show the alternative plots of kx vs b and/exu vs b when the panel
area ab was kept unchanged. In practical applications, the panel has to be supported by an edge frame
(cross section assumed constant), therefore, the edge frame weight (or edge frame length, (a ÷ b)/2ao)
was also plotted in figures 9 and 10 as a function of b. The square panel (b = 1) has the minimum edge
frame weight; however, it does not have the optimum buckling strengths in compression and shear. The
compressive buckling strengths (fig. 9) reached minimum at b = 1.6, 1.4, 2.2, 1.0, respectively, for the 4S,
4C, 2C2S, and 2S2C cases. The lowest shear buckling strengths (fig. 10) occur at b = 0.9, 0.9, 1.2, 0.7,
respectively, for the 4S, 4C, 2C2S, and 2S2C cases. Figures 9 and 10 serve as design curves for selecting
the desired sandwich panel geometry (i.e., b value). To boost the panel buckling strengths in compression
and shear, some weight penalty due to edge frame is inevitable. The desirable high-stiffness-to-weight ratio
panel shapes will be slightly slender (b < 1).
7.4 Buckling Interaction Surfaces
Figure 11 shows three-dimensional buckling surfaces which are plotted in {kx, kxu, b } space for different
edge conditions. In the figure, the domains of symmetric and antisymmetric buckling (lowest buckling
modes) are also shown. Figure 11 gives better visualization of the buckling behavior of the sandwich panel
than the traditional buckling plots shown in figures 6 to 8. For slender rectangular panels (i.e., b < 1),
antisymmetric bucklings occur mostly in the compression-dominated regions. For wider panels (i.e., b >
1), the antisymmetric bucklings take place in the shear-dominated regions. In the neighborhood of b = 1,
the lowest buckling modes are all symmetric (i.e., m = 1, n = 1, fig. 4) for the 4S, 4C, and 2S2C cases.
Only for the 2C2S case is the lowest buckling mode in the compression-dominated region antisymmetric
(i.e., rn = 2, n = 1, fig. 4). Such buckling behavior also occurs in the flat rectangular plates of b _ 1.
7.5 Thermal Buckling Curves
For most of the practical materials, the coupling coefficient of thermal expansion azu is zero. Therefore,
in generating the data for thermal buckling curves, the following conditions were imposed.
= = 0 (i.e., NT = MT = 0) (74)
i[ = i[ = 0 (rs)
The above conditions will induce in-plane biaxial thermal compression without shear and bending.
Figure 12 shows the critical buckling temperature (Tcr) plotted as a function of b, with the panel length a
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beingkeptconstant.Thosethermal(biaxialcompression)bucklingcurvessomewhatresembletheuniaxial
compressivebuckling(mechanicalbuckling)curvesshownin figa:t/e7. For bucklingtemperatareshigher
than 1000°F, the face sheet material property data at 1000 °F were used as inputs to equation (54) for
Tc_ calculations because of the lack of material property data at high temperatures. For the honeycomb
core, the only available material property data at 600 °F had to be used as inputs for Tc_ calculations. It
was found that Tcr was relatively insensitive to the material property change with temperature.
For the present particular panel (i.e., dimensions chosen) the thermal buckling temperatures Tot.exceed
the titanium melting point (3074 °F) at low b, and gradually decrease with the increase of b. At high
aspect ratios, Tcr for the 4S and 2C2S cases level off at about 1000 °F (below superplastic temperature,
1650 °F), and for 4C and 2S2C cases, at temperatures slightly below the melting point.
Figure 13 shows the alternative plots of Tcr as a function of b for constant-area panels (i.e., ab =
constant) the lowest buckling temperatures for 4S, 4C, 2C2S, and 2S2C cases are, respectively, 1297 °F,
3702 °F (above melting point), 2194 °F (above superplastic temperature), and 2205 °F (above superplastic
temperature), and which occur respectiveiy at b = 1.0, 0.975, 1.8, and 0.5.
For the present sandwich panel, the actual thermal buckling will take place only for the 4S case in the
region 1.5 < b < 1.8. Outside this region for the 4S case and for all the whole range of b for the other
three edge conditions, no "real" thermal buckling could take place because the sandwich panel will first
undergo superplastic creep or melting.
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Through the use of the Raylcigh-Ritz method of minimizing the total potential energy of a structural
system, the combined load (mechanical or thermal) buckling equations were established for orthotropic rect-
angular sandwich panels under four types of edge conditions. Two-dimensional buckling interaction curves,
and three-dimensional buckling interaction surfaces were constructed for high-temperature honeycomb-core
sandwich panels supported under four different edge conditions. The buckling interaction surfaces provide
easy visualization of the variation of the panel buckling strengths, and the domains of buckling modes
(symmetric and antisymmetric) with the edge condition, l_lrthermore, the buckling temperature curves
for the sandwich panels were presented.
The effect of transverse shear on the buckling strength is quite large for sandwich panels, and by
neglecting the transverse shear effect, the buckling strengths could be overpredicted considerably. With the
inclusion of the transverse shear effect, the buckling load factors became panel-size-dependent in addition
to panel-aspect-ratio dependent. Clamping the edges could enhance the buckling strength greatly more in
compression than in shear. Thermal buckling conditions for the cases with and without thermal moments
were found to be identical for the small deformation theory.
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Figure 1. Honeycomb-core sandwich panel.
Figure 2. Combined compressive and shear loadings of a rectangular sandwich panel.
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Figure 3. Deformation of a sandwich panel in the x-z plane.
Figure 4. Four types of edge conditions.
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(a) _ = 1.
Figure 6. Combined load buckling interaction plots for honeycomb-core sandwich panel under different
edge conditions.
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Figure 6. Concluded.
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Figure 7. Comparison of compressive buckling strengths of honeycomb-core sandwich pane|s under different
edge conditions, a = constant.
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Figure 8. Comparison of shear buckling strengths of honeycomb-core sandwich panels under different edge
conditions, a = constant.
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Figure 9. Comparison of compressive buckling strengths of honeycomb-core sandwich panels under different
edge conditions. Constant panel areas.
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Figure 10. Comparison of shear buckling strengths of honeycomb-core sandwich panels under different
edge conditions. Constant panel areas.
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(a) Four edges simply supported (48).
Figure 11. Buckling interaction surfaces for honeycomb-core sandwich panels under different edge condi-
tions, a = constant.
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(b) Four edges clamped (4C).
Figure 11. Continued.
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(c) Two sides clamped, two sides simply supported (2C2S).
Figure 11. Continued.
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A(d) Two sides simply supported, two ends clamped (2S2C).
Figure 11. Concluded.
93O341
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Figure 12. Thermal buckling temperatures for honeycomb-core sandwich panels under different edge
conditions, a = constant.
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Figure 13. Thermal buckling temperatures for honeycomb-core sandwich panels under different edge
conditions. Constant panel areas.
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APPENDIX A
INTEGRAL RELATIONS
In the integrationsof the potentialenergies171andV2, the following integral relations were used.
Form=k=l:
fo _ 7rx lrx nx 3sin 2 -- sin-- sin--dx= aa a a
fo a "fix "fix "fix 3COS 2 -- COS -- COS -- dx = aa a a
j_o _ "ff;T _X 7rx acos 2 -- sin-- sin--dx---a a a 8
j(o :_ 27rx _-x 7rx asin-- sin-- cos--(ix=-a a a 4
_ 21rx lrx _xsin-- sin-- sin--dx=0a a a
(A-l)
Form - k = 2:
_o a 7r x m _ x k Trx a
sin 2 -- sin-- sin--dx--
a a a 8
j(o a 7rx W't?rx kTrx asin 2 -- cos -- cos --dx=--a a a 8
fo a 7rx mTrx kTrx acos 2 -- sin-- sin--dx=-a a a 8
fo a 7rx m_rx k_x aCOS 2 -- COS -- COS -- dx = -a a a 8
fo _ 27rx mlrx krx asin-- sin _ cos--dx=-a a a 4
fo _ 2nx m_x k_rx asin-- cos-- sin--dx=--a a a 4
_o a 7rx mTrx kTrx,
sin 2 -- cos-- sin _dx=0
a a a
fo • 21rx mlrx krxsin -- sin-- sin--dx=0a a a
(A-2)
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Form = k_l:
Form= korm=_k:
f o a "fiX re"fix k "fix a
sin 2 -- sin -- sin--dx=-
a a a 4
/o a "fix re'fix k "fix a
sin 2 -- cos -- cos --dx---
a a a 4
_o a "fix m Tr x k"fi x acos 2 -- sin -- sin --dx=-a a a 4
_oo a "fix m Tr x k"fi x aCOS 2 -- COS -- COS -- dx = -a a a 4
fo a 27rx m"fix k"fixsin-- sin -- cos --dx=0
a a a
(A-3)
a .
fo a m_x k"fix 72 , m = ksin-- sin--dx=
a a 0 ; m_-k
For m + k = odd or even:
(A-4)
/o a re"fix k "fixsin -- cos --
a a
fo a 2"fix m r_x k"fixsin -- sin -- sin --
a a a
j_o a "fiX _% "ffX k "fix
sin 2 -- sin -- cos --
a a a
9a m
dx = "W m 2 _ k2 ; m + k = odd
0 ; m + k = even
0
8a ink,
_r[(m+ k)_- 41[(m- k)_- 41 ; m+k =odd
; m4-k=even
(m 2 - k2) - 4
[(m+ k)2-41[(m- k)_-41 ] ; m 4- k = odd
; m4-k=even
(A-_)
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APPENDIX B
ENERGY EQUATIONS
After substitutionsof the trial deformationfunctions(cqs.(24)through(35)) into the energyequations
for V1 (eq. (11)) and V2 (eq. (9)) (signs of forcing functions reversed according to eq. (12) or (13)), and
carrying out double integrations using the special integral relations given in Appendix A, the energy
components AV1 and AV2 respectively for V1 and V2 have the following expressions for different edge
conditions under particular indicial conditions.
Case 1. Four edges simply supported (4S edge condition).
(1) m=k,n=l
= -4 Dr1 --
m=l n=l
+ 022 Amn
Amn Bran
(7)
+ + D66 + DQzj Bran
1[ (7) 2 (7) 2 ] }+ 5 D22 -- + D_ + DQy C2mn
Cm "¢l,
(B-l)
AV2 =--ab _ °° { 1 [4 EEm=ln=l -- _ Nx (___)2+Ny (._)2] Amn2 } (B-2)
(2) m + k = odd, n +£ = odd
AV1 =0
mnk_
AmnAkt
(B-3)
(B-4)
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Case2. Fouredgesclamped(4Cedgecondition).
(1) m = k :_ l, n = g = l
ab
+ [8(Dr2 +D66)(_)(b)] (_Atl- Btt)(bAll-Ctt)
+ 12D22 + 4D66 _All - Cll
+ 3DQzB21 + 3DQuC211
AV2 =_2{-3[Nz(-_)2+Nu(b)2]A_l}
(2) m= k= 1, n=g#l
32 n=2 _ (-_)2+2D66 (b)2(1+n2)] (_A_n -B_n) 2
" 7r "It
+ 4(D_2 + D66)(-_)(b)(1 +n2)] (aA_n-Bin)(-_Aln-Cln)
3 n2)2
+ _D22 [(1 + + 4n 2] + 2D66 (1 + n 2) gAin -- Cln)
3 }+ 2DQzB2n + -_DQu(1 + n2)C_n
ab _ _ 2Nz +3N u (l+n 2) A2nexv2 = 3--5,,=2
(3) m=k_l,n=g= 1
AV1 = 3--2 _DI1 [(1 + m2) 2 + 4m 2] + 2D66 (1 + m 2) aAml - Bml
m=2
+ [4(D12 + D66)(_)(b)(1 +m2)] (-_Aml- Bml)(bAml - Cml)
+[8D=2(b)2+2D68(_)Z(l+m2)](bAm,-Cm,) =
3 2 2 2 }+ 5DQ_(1 + m )Bin1 + 2DQyC_n I
= 3-'2 - Nz (1 + m 2) + 2Nu A2t
rn -----2
(B-5)
(B-6)
(B-7)
(B-8)
(13-9)
(B-10)
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(4) m = k _- l, n = g =_ l
]l IAV1 = ab c¢ 2 m2) 2 4m 2] + 066 (1 + m2)(1 + n 2) --32 _ _ D,x [(1+ + aAron Bran
m----2 n----2
_A
+ [2(D,2 + D66)(-_)(b)(1+ m2)(1 +n2)] (-_Am,_ - Bran)(-_ ran--Cmn)
+ DQx(1 + m2) 2 DQy(1 + n )C_nn}Bran + 2 2
(l+m2)(l+n2)](bAm,_-Cm,_) 2
(B-11)
AV2=_ _ _ - Nx (l+m 2)+Nu (l+n 2) A2mn
rn=2 n----2
(B-_2)
(5) m= k= 1, n - g=2
: ab 2
AV_ _-_ {-[401, (-_)2+066 (b) (1-t-g) 2] (-:Aln-BLn)(_A,_-B,t)
--[2(912"-_ 066)(-_)(b)(1--_)2] (_Aln- Bin)(bAit - Gig)
__ DQxSlnSl ' _ 3DQ_( 1 + g)2 ClnCl,} (B-13)
ab {[ (__)2 3 (b/2 (1 +g)2] A,nA,,}AV2 = _-_E N_ +_N u
t
(B-_4)
(6) m=k:_l,n - g=2
]ab oo { 1 2 m2) 2 4m 2] + D66 (1 + m2)(1 + _)2AV1 = 3---2E EE -2 DI, [(1+ +
m=2 n t
1[D22(b)2(l+')4+D66(-_)2(l+rn2)(l+') 2] (b Amn -Cmn)2
DQx (1 + m2)BmnBm_ DQu (1 + g)2 C_,_Cm_ } (B-15)2 2
: ab _ {_ [ (-_/2 (5)2 1 }AV2 32 _ _-'_ Nz (1 +m2)+Nu (1 +/)2 Am.Am_
m=2 n £
(B-16)
4O
(7) m - k-2, n=£-- 1
AV1
k
(B-17)
: ab_m _([3Nx(_)2(l+k)2 Ny(b) 2" AmlAkl}Av: -_ + (B-18)
(8) m - k=2,n =g:_l
AVl
ab _ {
rn n-=--2 k
X
1[ 2 ]_ D11 (-_)(1+k)4+D66(b ) (lq-k)2(1-t-n 2)
[(D_2 + D66) (-2) (b) (1+ k)2(1 +n2)] (_Amn-Bran)(bAkn-Ck_)
1 [D22(b)2[(1+n2)2+4n2]+D66(_) 22
(_- %
DQ_ (1 + k)2BmnBkn - --2 DQY2(1 + n 2) CmnCkn} (B-19)
AV2 =__ 5 N_ (l+k) 2+Ny (l+n 2) AmnAk,_
n=2 k
(B-20)
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(9) m- k=2,n -g=2
k t
×
](1 + k) 4 + D66 (1 + k)2(1 +/)2
7r _ _rA - Bkt)
+_ D22 (b) (1+/)4 +D66 (-_) (1+ k)2(l+g)2 (aA_,.,_ Cmn)
_ (_-_)
DQy /)2CmnCk_} (B-21)+ -D_(1 + k)2Bmn Bkt + T(1 +
ab { 1[ (__) 2 (b) 2 ] }AV2 =3--2_m_EE -4 Nz (l+k)2+Ny (1+/) 2 AmnAkt (B-22)
k g
(10) m+k =odd, n+/=odd
AV1 = 0 (B-23)
mnk/[m 2 + k 2 _ 2]in 2 +/2 _ 2]AmnAkt
AVe 64N_y
x-._x-"___, _, (m2 _ k2)( n2 _ g2)[(m + k) 2 _ 4l[(m - k) 2 - 4l[(n +/)2 _ 41[(n - g)_ - 41
k t
(B-24)
Case 3. Two sides clamped, two ends simply supported (2C2S edge condition).
(1) m=k,n=/= 1
AVl = _ab =t 3Dlt m2 q- 4D66 a Aml m
+ [16D22(b)2+4D66(-_-)2] (bAml-Cml)2
+ 3DQxB2ml + 4DQyC_I} (B-25)
ab 3Nx + 4N u 2
.... Aml
AV2 32 m=l
(B-26)
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(2) m = k, n = g=_ l
AV1
rn=l r_------2
+ [4(D_2 + D66)(a)(b) m2(1+ n2)] (-_Amn Bm,_)(bArn n -C,nn)
rr_
2 2 2 }+ 2DQ_B,_,_+ 2DQ_(a+ ,_)C_., (B-27)
A½- 32 _ _ - 2 N_ + N_ (1+ n_) AL. (B-28)
rn----1 n=2
(3) m=k,n - g=2
AV1
=3-2 E _E - D,l m 2+D66 rn2(l+g)2
m=l
- DQ_Bm,_I3mt - DQy(1 + g)2CmnCmt } (B-29)
AV2 = 3-2 _ n_ _--_ N_ + N u (1 + g)2 amnAme
m----1 1_
(B-30)
(4) m±k=odd, n+g=odd
AVI =0 (B-a)
_n _ mnkg [2 - (n 2 + g2)] AmnAktAV2=16N_yy_ Y_(m2-k2)(n2_g2)[(n+g)2_4][(n g)2 41
rn t -- --
(B-32)
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Case4. Two sidessimplysupported,twoendsclamped(2S2Cedgecondition).
(1) m= k= 1, n=l
AV1 = _ _1 16Du
+
+,o00(7)_](_A,oo,o)_
n
[ }AV2 = _-_ - 4N_ + 3N_ A_n
(B-33)
(B-34)
(2) m=k_l,n=t
AV1 {[ (_)E _ (7)_ab c¢ oo 2 m2) 2 + 2D66 --= 3-2 _ _ 2Oil (1 + + 4m 2
rrL=2 n= 1
lr A 7rA _ __
Bran + 2DQ_Cm,., (B-35)
AV2 =3--2 _ _ -2 Yx (l+m2)+Ny A2m,_
rn_2 rl=l
(B-36)
(3) m - k=2, n=t
ab _ {Av,=_EEZ -
m n=l k
- DQz (1 + k) 2 BmnBkn - DQuCmnCkn }
Dl_ (_)2(1 +k)4+ D66 (7)2(1 +k) 2] (_Amn-Bran)(_Akn-Bkn)
" 71"7rA
2(D_2 +D66)(-_)(b)(1+ k)2n 2] (a ran--Bran)(_akn-Ckn)
2 2 ] 7r "ItD22 (-_) n2+D66 (-_) (1+ k)2n 2 (_Amn Cmn)(_Akn _n)n
(13-37)
AV2 = _-_ _, __, __, Nz (1 + k) 2 + Ny AmnAk. (B-38)
m n=l k
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(4) m-t-k=odd, n±g=odd
AV_ = 0
mnk£ [2 - (m 2 + k2)] AmnAkt
AV2 16Nz_ K-'
k t
(B-39)
(B-40)
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APPENDIX C
COEFFICIENTS OF CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS
The coefficients ij of the simultaneous characteristic equations (37) through (39) are defined in theamnkt
following for different edge conditions under different indicial conditions.
Case 1. Four edges simply supported (4S edge condition).
(1) m = k, n = g
(2) m # k, n :_e
(7): (7)11 = DI1 + 2(D12 + 2D66) -- + D22arnrtrrtn
l: 2t = - Dll + (DI2 + 2D66)arrt,rLrrl, n _ am,n.m_,,
13 31 -- D22 + (DI: + 2D66)amnmn = amnmn -- --
(=): (7):22 Dll "+- D66 + DQzamnmn ----
amnmn = amnmn
aa D22 q- D66 + DQyarrtnTrtr L
ij
amnkt --- 0
(C-l)
(c-2)
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Case 2. Four edges clamped (4C edge condition).
(1) m=n=k=g=l
,1 (:), (a)_(_;)_a1111 = 12Dll + 8(D12 + 2D66)
allll _---allll = -- 12DI1
allll = =- 12D22allll
a1111 = 12D11 + 4D66 + 3DQz
allll _ allll
33 -_ 12D22 + 4D66 3DQyallll +
2]
3+4(D12-+-2966) (_) (b) 2]
(2) rn= k= 1, n=g#l
11 (_)4alnln = 8Dll +4(D12 +2D66)(_)2 (b)2(1 +n2)+ _D22 (b) 4 [(1 +n2) = +4n 2]
+ _k_ (1 + n 2)
ai,_ln = al,_tn = - 8Dlt + 2(D12 + 2D66) (1 +n 2
al,_l,_ = alnl,_ = - _D22 (1 + + 4n 2 + 2(Dl= + 2D66 ) (1 -k- n 2)
=_ (_)= (_)_alnln = 8Dll + 2D66 (1 + n 2) + 2DQx
_ _ (_)(_)alnln = alnln = 2(D12 + D66) (1 + n 2)
(_) (_)_aa 3 2 n=) = + 4n_] +alntn = _D22 [(1 + 2D66 (1 + n :a) + _DQu(1 + n 2)
(C-a)
(c-4)
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(3) m=k_-l,n=_.= l
amlml -.---
t2 21 _Dlt (1 + + 4m 2 2(D12 + 2D66) (1 -{-m 2)amlrn 1 = amlml = --
13 31 = -- 8D22 -_- 2(D12 "4-2D66) (1 + m 2
amlml = amlml
amlml :- 2
amlml = amlml --
amlml
(4) m = k _1, n = i:_1
11 Dll [(1 + me) 2 +a_,_z_ n
12
amn_n
13 a31 D22 (1 + +
amnmn : mnmn "_ --
2
(_)2 [ m2) 2 4m2] +D66(b ) (i+m2)(l+n2)+DQz(l+m2)22 DI1 L(1 + +amnmn =
(b) 2 4n :2] + 2D66 (1 + m2)(1 +n 2) + DQy(1 + n 2)33 = D22 [(1 + n2) 2 +amnran
: !21 (1 + +amnmn = --
(C-5)
(C-6)
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(5) m---- k-- 1, n - g=2
11 3
al,,lt = - 4Dll + 2(Die + 2D66 ) (1 + g)2 + -_D22
,_ _ (a)_ (_)(_)_alnlg = alnle = 4D11 + (Dl2 + 2D66) (1 +/)2
alnl _ : alnlt = _D22 (1 + g)4 + (Dt2 + 2D66) (1 -k-g)2
[ ]alnlt = -- 4Dll + D66 (1 +/)2 + DQ_
al,_ig = alnle = - (Dl2 + D66) (1 + g)2
alnlg : - -_D22 (1 + g)4 + D66 (1 + g)2 + DQy(1 4- g)2
(6) m=k_-l,n - g=2
(c-7)
1_ 1{ (_)4[ m2) 2 ] (_)2 (b)2amnm_ -_ -- "_ Dll (1 + + 4m 2 + 2(D12 + 2D66 (1 + m2)(1 + g)2
atoning = amnmt : -_ Dll (1 + + 4m 2 + (D12 + 2D66) (1 + m2)(1 + g)2
,3 3L 1{ (b) 3 (_)2 (b) }amnmt = amnmt = -_ 022 (1 + g)4 + (D12 + 2D66) (1 q- rn2)(1 -k- g)2
_ _{ (a)_ _,__m_ (_)_ }amnm_ = -- -_ Dll [(1 + + + D66 (1 + m2)(1 +/)2 + DQx( 1 + m 2)
amnmg = amnm_ =- - _(D12 A- D66) (1 A- m2)(1 + g)2
atoning = -- -_ D22 (1 + g)4 _{_D66 (1 + m2)(1 + g)2 q_ DQu( 1 + g)2 (c-s)
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(7) m - k=2, n=t=l
amlkl = -- _Dll (1 + k) 4 + 2(Dx2 + 2D66)
+ D* k_ (1 + k) _ + ky
amlkl = amlkl = _DI1 (1 + k) 4 + (D12 + 2D66) (1 -Jr"k) 2
13 31 = 4D22 + (DI2 + 2D_6) (1 + k) 2arnlk 1 _ arnlk 1
amlkl = - _Dll (1 + k) 4 + D66 (1 + k) 2 + _ Qx(1 + k) 2
23 32 _(D,2+D66)(_)(b)(l+k)2arnlk 1 _ amlkl
a_lkx =- 4D22 +D66 (l+k) 2+DQ_
(8) m - k=2, n=t_-I
amnkn = -- -_ Dll (1 + k) 4 + 2(D12 + 2D66) (1 + k)2(1 + n 2)
+D22 (b) [(l+na)2+4n 2] +_(_) k. (_) (l+k)2+ky(b) (l+n 2)
(1 4- k) 4 q- (D12 4- 2D66) (1 + k)2(1 + n 2)
[(1 +n2) 2 +4n2] + (D_2 + 2D66)(_)2 (b)(1 + k)2(1 + n2)]
_2 21 1[ (_)3amnkn = amnkn = -_ Dll
_3 3, 1[ (b) aamnkn = amnkn = -_ D22
22 1[ (_)2 (b)2 ]amnkn -- _ Dtl (1 + k) 4 + D66 (1 + k)2(1 + n 2) + DQx(1 + k) 2
amnkn = amr, k,_ = -- _( 12 + D66) (1 + k)2(1 + n 2)
3a 1 D22 [(1 + + D66 (1 + k)2(1 + n 2) + DQy(1 + n 2)amnkn -- 2
(C-9)
(C-10)
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(9)m - k=2, n - g=2
amnkt = _ Dll (1 + k) 4 + 2(D12 + 2D66) (1 + k)2(1 + g)2
__(_)_(_)<1+_,_+_,( ;)¢1+._
amnkg = amnkt = _ _ Dll
amnkg "= amnkt = -- _ D22
(:)(-;)_ ]3 (1 +/¢)4 + (D12 + 2D66) (1 + k)2(1 + g)2
_ ],1+_,,+<_+_oo,(_)(__)_,+_,+_,_
221[ ]amnkt = _ Dll (1 + k) a + D66 (1 + k)2(1 + g)2 + DQx(1 + k) 2
23 32 1 (_) (b)amnkg = amnkg = _(D12 + D66) (1 + k)2(1 + g)2
33 1[ (b) 2 (_)2 ]amnkt = _ D22 (1 +/)4 + D66 (1 + k)2(1 + g)2 + DQy(1 + g)2
Case 3. Two sides clamped, two ends simply supported (2C2S edge condition).
(1) m= k,n=g= 1
11 (_._)4 (__)2 (b)2 (b)4amlml = 3Dr1 + 8(D12 + 2D66) + 16D22
12 21 (___)3 (-'_) (b)a,_1,_1 = amlml = - 3Dll + 4(Dl: + 2D66)
13 . 31 I16D22aml_l = amlml = - + 4(DIz + 2D66) --
amlm 1 = 3Dxl + 4D66 + 3DQx
amlrn I _ arnlm 1
33 -- 16D22 + 4D66 + 4DQxarnlm I
2]
(C-11)
(c-12)
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(2) m=k,n=i½1
(7; (7)
12 21 = - 2Dll + 2(D12 + 2D66) (1 +n 2amnmn -_- amnmn
13 31 2D22 (1 -I- n2) 2 + 4n 2 + 2(D12 + 2D66) (1 + n 2)amnmn = amnmn _-- --
amnrn n :
amnrn n = amnrn n =
33 2022 [(1 -Jr- + + (1 n 2) + 2DQu(1 n 2)amnrn n =
(1 + n2) 2 q-- 4n 2]
(C-13)
(3) m=k,n- i=2
amnme _ amnme _
13 31 D22(b) (I+l)4+(Dt2+2D66) -- (1+t?)2amnml _ amnm_ =
22 Dll + D66 (1 + £)2 -t- DQxamnmt = --
amnmt -_ amnmt
33 D22 (1 + l) 4 d- D66 (1 + t) 2 + DQy(1 --t- t) 2amnmt _- --
(lq-_) 4]
52
Case 4. Two sides simply supported, two ends clamped (4S4C edge condition).
(1) re=k= 1, n=£
,_ (_)' (_)_(v)_ (7)4alnt,_ = 16Dll + 8(D12 + 2D66) + 3D22 --
12 21 [ (_)3 (_) (_)2]alnln=alnln =- 16Dll + 4(D1:2 + 2D66)
alnln = alnln = - 3022 + 4(D12 + 2D66)
alnl n : 16Dll + 4D66 + 4DQx
alnln = alnln = 4(D12 + 066)
3_ (7)_ (_)_alnln : 3D22 -- + 4D66 + 3DQx
(2) m = k_=l,n =_
(C-15)
(_)4 _ _< (_)_(_)a,llnmn = 2011 [(1 + + +4(O12 + 2066)
- 20* k_ (1 + m 2) + ky
2
am_,mn = amn,_n = -- 2Dll (1 + + 4m 2 + 2(D12 + 2D66)
amnmn = amnmn -= - 2D22 + 2(D12 + 2D66)(1 + m 2)
(_) (7)_2 m2) _ 4m 2] 2D66 m (l+m 2)+ +m 2)22 2Dll [(1 + + + 2DQ_(1amnmn =
amnmn = amnmn = 2(D1_. + D66 ) (1 + m 2)
33 2D22 + 2D66 (1 + m 2) + 2DQyamnmn = (c-16)
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(3) m - k=2, n=g
[ (-:)' (_)_(v)_ (7)']11 DII (1 + k) 4 -b 2(D12 -I- 2D66) (1 -}- k) 2 -b D22amnkn = --
amnkn _ amnkn --
13 31 -D22(_) +(DI2+2D66) (l+k) 2_2mnkn = _mnkn --
22 Dxl (l+k) 4+D66 -- (l+k) 2+Do.(l+k) 2
amnkn = --
_ _ = _ _o_+_00>(-_)(-_) _1+_:_mnkn = O'mnkn
[(v) _ (_)_ ]33 D22 + Ds6 (1 -1- k) 2 -'1- DQuamnkn _- _ (C-17)
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APPENDIX D
BUCKLING EQUATIONS
The buckling equations (eigenvalue solution equations) written out from equation (48) up to order 12
(i.e., 12 × 12 matrices) for the case m + n = even (symmetric buckling) and m + n = odd (antisymmetric
buckling) for different edge conditions are given below.
Case 1. Four edges simply supported (4S edge condition) (ref. 9).
m + n = even (symmetric buckling) (4S)
Akt --_
m----l_n----I
ra----l,n----3
m----2_n=2
m-----3_n---- I
vn-----I _n----5
m=3_n=3
rn----4_n----2
m=5_n=[
m=3_n=5
m=4:n=4
rn=5,n=3
All A13 A22 A31 A15 A24 A33
o 4 s
kx_ _ 0 0 4-5 0
-g o o _ o
4 20 36-_ -g-_ o 2-_
kx_ - _ 0
40
kxu - 2-T 0
72
kzv -5-5
Symmetry
kzy
A42 A51 A35 A44 A53
8 16
4-5 0 0 225 0
8 16
-_ 0 0 3-_ 0
2O 4 4
o -6--5 7 o 7
8 16
V o o 3_ o
8 16
-_ o o -2--7 o
8 120
o -8 _ o - 1i_
72 144
-- _ 0 0 49 0
40 120 8
o 16
k_ - _-q 0
so-_- 0
k:_ - _1"
=0
(D-l)
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m ± n -- odd (antisymmetric buckling) (4S) (ref. 9)
Akt --'*
ii
m=l_n----2
m=2_n----I
m----l_n=4
rn-----2_n=3
m----3_n=2
m_--4_n=l
rn:l_n=6
m_2_n=5
rn----3_n----4
m:4_n----3
rn----5_n=2
rn:6_n----1
A12 A21 A14 A23 A32 A41 AI6
4 4 8-_ o 5 o -_ o
4
_£ o -_ o -_
__ o -_ o
36 4
._ - 2--5 0 -
_-_ o
Symmetry
A25
2o
63
o
4o
27
o
4
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Case2. Fouredgesclamped(4Cedgecondition).
m + n = even (symmetric buckling) (4C)
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m + n = odd (antisymmetric buckling) (4C)
Akl .---,
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Case3. Two sidesclamped,twoendssimplysupported(2C2Sedgecondition).
m + n = even (symmetric buckling) (2C2S)
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m 4- n = odd (antisymmetric buckling) (2C2S)
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Case4. Two sidessimply supported,twoendsclamped(2S2Cedgecondition).
m =t=n = even (symmetric buckling) (2S2C)
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m 4- n = odd (antisymmetric buckling) (2S2C)
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APPENDIX E
ENERGY EQUATIONS WITH NONZERO THERMAL MOMENTS
Usinga similarprocessmentionedin AppendixB, theenergyequationswith nonzerothermalmoments
will bepresentedin the followingfor the 4Sedgeconditionasanexample.
'rn, ---- 1 n----1
+
+
+
thermal/"
moment
terms
+
5 D:2 -- + D66 + DQy C2mn
(F_I)
-- Am n
rn=l n=l
mnkg }+ 16 _ _ ArTy (m: - k2)(n: g2) AmnAke
k t
(B-2)
where the last term of equation (E-2) is nonzero only under the indicial conditions: m + k = odd and
n 4- 1 = odd.
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